David Skidmore (b. 1982)

Everything I Thought I Wanted (2023)  
Robert Maggio (b. 1964)

1. q=120 mechanical, bright
2. q.=72
3. q=112
4. q=112 flowing smoothly
5. half note= 84 spinning brightly
6. q=144

Consortium Member Premier

A Man With a Gun Lives Here (2011)  
Steven Snowden (b. 1981)

1. Be Prepared to Defend Yourself
2. There are Thieves About
3. A Man With a Gun Lives Here

Beijing Opera Percussion  
Traditional Chinese
(arr. for this presentation by Jianpeng Feng)

An Absolute Insufficiency of Electricity (2017)  
Jacob Rogers (b. 1995)

Kyoto (2011)  
John Psathas (b. 1966)